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NASS 2016 Summer Conference Action Items 


July 17th, 2016 


 


Executive Board 


Action Item 


Secretary Dunlap moved to accept the May 2016 NASS financials. The motion was seconded by 


Secretary Kemp and passed unanimously.  


 


Action Item 


Secretary Lawson moved to accept the NASS 2016/2017 proposed budget. Secretary Marshall 


seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.  


 


Action Item 


Secretary Dunlap moved that NASS relinquish its role on the National Voter Registration Day Steering 


Committee. Secretary Condos seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.  


 


Action Item 


Secretary Condos moved to recommend amending the NASS bylaws to authorize the NASS President 


to appoint a member to fill a vacancy in the Executive Board for offices other than President and 


President elect. The motion was seconded by Secretary Dunlap and approved unanimously.  


 


Nominations and Credentials 


Proposed 2016-2017 NASS Executive Board 


NASS President: Hon. Denise Merrill, CT 


President Elect: Hon. Connie Lawson, IN 


Immediate Past President: Hon. Tom Schedler, LA  


Treasurer: Hon. Jim Condos, VT 


Secretary: Hon. Elaine Marshall, NC  


Eastern Region Vice President: Hon. Matt Dunlap, ME  


Southern Region Vice President: Hon. Natalie Tennant, WV  


Midwestern Region Vice President: Hon. Paul Pate, IA 


Western Region Vice President: Hon. Wayne Williams, CO  


Member at Large (NPA Liaison): Hon. Alison Lundergan Grimes, KY 


Member at Large (ACR Liaison): Hon. Mark Martin, AR  


 


 


 


 







Voter Participation Committee 


 


Action Item:  


Secretary Pate moved to approve the NASS partnership renewal requests from Capitol Forum, Close 


Up Foundation, Kids Voting U.S.A, National Student/Parent Mock Election, and Youth Leadership 


Initiative, and the new partnership request from Inspire U.S. The motion was seconded by Secretary 


Cegavske and passed unanimously.  


 


Business Services Committee 


Action Item  


Secretary Merrill of Alabama moved that NASS reauthorize the Endorsement of the NPA Resolution 


Adopting Apostille Best Practices. The motion was seconded by Secretary Cegavske and passed 


unanimously. 


Action Item 


Secretary Jaeger moved that NASS reauthorize the NASS Resolution Reaffirming Support for the 


National Electronic Notarization Standards with the suggested amendments from NPA. The motion 


was seconded by Secretary Marshall and passed unanimously.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








NASS 2016 Summer Meeting Minutes: Elections Committee 


Minutes: NASS Elections Committee Meeting  


2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 


July 15th, 2016 


Nashville, TN 


Participants: 


Hon. Wayne Williams, CO (Co-Chair) 


Hon. Natalie Tennant, WV (Co-Chair) 


Hon. John Merrill, AL 


Hon. Brian Kemp, GA  


Hon. Lawerence Denney, ID 


Hon. Paul Pate, IA 


Hon. Alison Lundergan Grimes, KY (by proxy) 


Hon. Tom Schedler, LA  


Hon. Matt Dunlap, ME  


Hon. Ruth Johnson, MI (by proxy) 


Hon. Steve Simon, MN 


Hon. Jason Kander, MO (by proxy) 


Hon. Linda McCulloch, MT  


Hon. Barbara Cegavske, NV  


Hon. Bill Gardner, NH  


Hon. Al Jaeger, ND   


Hon. Jon Husted, OH 


Hon. Jeanne Atkins, OR (by proxy) 


Hon. Pedro Cortes, PA 


Hon. Nellie Gorbea, RI   


Hon. Tre Hargett, TN  


Hon. Spencer Cox, UT 


Hon. Jim Condos, VT  


Hon. Ed Murray, WY 


 


Secretary Tennant called the meeting to order and announced that the first order of business was 


consideration of a 2011 NASS Resolution Establishing a Task Force for the Future Disposition of EAC 


Duties. She noted that the resolution was set to expire unless renewed at the conference. She noted 


that the resolution was discussed on the June Committee conference call and the view was to let it 


expire. As a result she recommended the resolution be allowed to sunset. There was no discussion or 


objection to the recommendation and the resolution was allowed to sunset. 


 


Amy Bunk, Director of Legal Affairs and Policy, Federal Register, provided an overview of Secretary of 


State Responsibilities and deadlines for the 2016 Electoral College. She said that as soon as possible 


after the election, states must prepare a Certificate of Ascertainment that separately lists the names of 
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each parties’ electors and the number of votes they received. She said it must also be signed by the 


Governor and include the state seal. She noted that December 13th is the deadline to settle any 


controversies regarding electors, and December 19th is the date of the meeting of the electors.  She said 


the Certificates of Vote must separately list the names of the persons receiving votes for President and 


Vice President, separately list the vote totals for each candidate, and be signed by all the electors. She 


noted that December 28th is the deadline to submit the Certificates of Vote and Ascertainment. She 


outlined what to look for when preparing and reviewing the Certificates of Vote and Ascertainment and 


where they must be sent. She noted that 7 originals are required for the Certificate of Ascertainment 


and six originals are required for the Certificate of Vote. She emphasized the importance of ensuring 


that the certificates have the correct mailing address and encouraged the use of a courier that can 


provide a tracking number. She also provided the link to http://www.archives.gov/federal-


register/electoral-college/officials.html and noted that it provides information and resources to assist 


states in carrying out the Presidential election responsibilities.  


 


Matt Boehmer, Director, Federal Voting Assistance Program, provided an update on overseas voting 


initiatives designed to assist UOCAVA voters. He noted that FVAP has a renewed focus on assisting 


UOCAVA stakeholders and analyzing data. He described FVAP efforts to engage military voters through 


education and outreach. He encouraged election officials to view UOCAVA voters similar to how a 


business views customer. He discussed collaborative efforts between FVAP, USPS, CSG, and other 


federal agencies, nonprofit organization, and associations. He emphasized that the policy working group 


recommendations were not intended as a list of federal legislative initiatives but as options for states to 


review and determine what might work best in their state. He said the technology working groups is 


addressing issues such as ballot duplication, data standardization, ballot tracking projects, and use of 


DOD common access cards for registration and ballot request. He also described DOD and USPS efforts 


to facilitate election mail processing, including the publication of recommended mailing dates and 


increased communication between postal officials and election officials. He encouraged the NASS 


Elections Committee to embrace change and continue to support programs and services for UOCAVA 


voters.  


 


Tammy Patrick, BPC Fellow, Bipartisan Policy Center, and Monica Childers, Director of Government 


Services, Democracy Works, provided an update on efforts to improve election mail. Ms. Patrick noted 


increased collaboration between USPS, election officials, and other stakeholders. She said USPS has pilot 


projects in NY and VA that show where mail is at each point in the mailing system and said this can help 


improve mail voting. She noted that USPS issued updated guidelines for election mail that now advises 


voters to mail ballots one week before deadline in order to account for unforeseen issues and allow 


sufficient time for processing.  She noted that Iowa was the first state to pass legislation allowing data 


on intelligent bar codes to validate that they were turned in on time. She also noted that the USPS 


election mail toolkit and postal mail election bulletins are mailed to election officials prior to the 


election, and encouraged members to utilize the new Bipartisan Policy Center report on the New 


Realities of Voting by Mail in 2016.  


 



http://www.archives.gov/federal-register/electoral-college/officials.html

http://www.archives.gov/federal-register/electoral-college/officials.html
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Ms. Childers provided an overview of the electionmail.org website. She encouraged members to share 


the site with anyone who interacts with voted ballots during the year. She said the site provides a 


mechanism to report problems with election mail. She said the reports are submitted to USPS staff to 


help identify and resolve the issue. She said that 11 states utilized the site during the primaries and 


encouraged more states to use the site in order to make USPS aware of potential problems impacting 


election mail. She said about 1/3 of reported issues were based on delivery delays, and about 20% of 


issues impacted more than 1000 at a time. She added that most errors were not systemic, but noted 


one situation where report of ballot being returned to sender revealed a software glitch that could have 


been a much broader problem if not identified and resolved early. She also noted that USPS has made a 


number of election mail improvement this year including internal issue tracking for election mail, ballot 


samples in automation software testing, and proactive outreach to election officials.  


 


Secretary Williams asked member if they had any 2016 election preparation activities they wanted to 


share with the Committee. He noted that Colorado opened a full service clerk and records office on the 


state’s largest military based that will help make it easier for members of the military to register. 


Secretary Murray noted that Wyoming has been gathering data to better understand the reasons 


behind low youth voter turnout rates. He said they have also started a youth voter turnout initiative for 


the upcoming election and said his office his happy to share resources from that efforts with other 


states. Secretary Dunlap noted that Maine is also focusing on youth voter outreach initiatives and 


encouraged status to implement a Vote in Honor of a Veteran program. Secretary Gorbea noted that 


Rhode Island will soon be deploying new voting equipment statewide and is also focusing on the youth 


vote through a mobile website designed to encourage participation by young voters. She said will also 


be implementing online voter registration soon. Secretary Pate said that his office recently hosted a 


Voter Engagement Summit in Iowa with 26 colleges and universities and said the effort is part of their 


partnership with Turbo Vote. Secretary Simon said Minnesota recently started a statewide mock 


election program for the Presidential election and his office provides ballots, stickers, and other 


materials, and collects the results. He said schools decide how to conduct the election and noted that 


there has been good participation throughout the state so far. Secretary Tennant noted that as part of 


National Voter Registration Month West Virginia is planning to hold a voter registration related event or 


activity each day. She asked states to provide her with any ideas or practices that they think might be 


good to incorporate.  


  


The meeting adjourned at 4:15PM.  


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








NASS 2016 Summer Meeting Minutes: Securities Committee 


Minutes: NASS Securities Committee Meeting  


3:45 PM - 4:30 PM 


July 14th, 2016 


Nashville, TN  


Participants: 


Hon. Barbara Cegavske, NV (Co-Chair)  


Hon. Elaine Marshall, NC (Co-Chair) 


Hon. Brian Kemp, GA 


Hon. John Wobensmith, MD (by proxy) 


Hon. Jason Kander, MO (by proxy) 


Hon. Bill Gardner, NH 


Hon. Ed Murray, WY 


 


Secretary Marshall called the meeting to order at 3:45PM. She asked Secretary Kemp to provide an 


overview of the crowdfunding law in Georgia. Secretary Kemp noted that Georgia was the second state 


to offer intrastate crowdfunding, and said it was implemented through rules as opposed to legislation. 


He said a number of companies signed up to offer crowdfunding but only a few have actually made an 


offering available. He noted a company called Ground Floor as an example of a successful crowdfunding 


venture in Georgia. He said that crowdfunding provides people a way to raise money in-state with 


relatively low startup costs and less government bureaucracy. But he noted that it may not be a good fit 


for everyone, and is still one of many investment options available.  


Secretary Kemp noted that Georgia initially had a limit of $1 million for crowdfunding offers, but that 


limit has been incrementally raised to $5 million. He said that his office met with the SEC when they 


were developing crowdfunding rules, and his office emphasized the importance of allowing states to set 


the crowdfunding cap as opposed to federal regulations setting a cap. He said that overall crowdfunding 


does not generate much direct revenue for the state, but provides benefits to the state in other ways 


including contributing to the local economy. He said he could share information and resources about 


crowdfunding in Georgia to any states that are interested. He also noted that his office would be happy 


to have a call with the members of the Securities Committee to answer any questions about the 


crowdfunding process in Georgia.  


Secretary Murray said that Wyoming recently approved intrastate crowdfunding legislation and they are 


in the process of writing rules. He said it will become available in Wyoming next year. He said that 


crowdfunding opportunities can provide alternative sources of financing for business and entrepreneurs 


that have difficulty getting financing from lenders under new restrictions.   


Secretary Marshall said that North Carolina has come close to passing crowdfunding legislation in the 


past but it has gotten caught up in political disputes. She noted that this year legislation finally passed 


the state legislature and is currently awaiting signature by the Governor.  


Secretary Cegavske noted that Nevada considered a crowdfunding bill last year but it did not pass the 


legislature. She indicated that the legislature will likely continue to consider crowdfunding legislation in 


the future and said she’s interested in learning more about the issue from states that have implemented 


crowdfunding.  
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NASS Executive Director Leslie Reynolds noted that Secretary Lawson had planned to speak to the 


Committee about a film her office developed but she had to leave the conference early. She said the 


film is about victims of investment fraud in Indiana and how to prevent future fraud through education 


and recognizing the warning signs.  She played a brief clip of the film and noted that she would send out 


a link to the film to the Committee.  


Secretary Cegavske provided an overview of efforts in Nevada to combat financial exploitation of 


seniors. She noted that this type of fraud is a problem in Nevada and said her office has worked to make 


resources and information available to help educate seniors on how to avoid becoming victims of 


financial exploitation. She noted that her office encourages seniors to call the Secretary of State’s office 


to get information about the registration status of people offering investment opportunities. She said 


her office is participating in Senior Safe Training Week in October and is happy to share information with 


states.   


Secretary Marshall said she participated in elder abuse awareness month in June and traveled across the 


state with other state agencies to educate seniors on financial scams. She noted that many cases of 


fraud involving seniors can be avoided by calling the Secretary of State’s to find out whether a person 


has a history of involvement in fraudulent activities.   


 


The meeting adjourned at 4:30PM.  
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Minutes: NASS State Heritage Committee Meeting 


3:00 PM – 3:45 PM 


Saturday, July 16th, 2016 


Nashville, TN  


 


Participants:  


Hon. Tre Hargett, TN (Co-Chair) 


Hon. Shan S. Tsutsui, HI 


Hon. Tom Schedler, LA  


Hon. John Wobensmith, MD 


Hon. Matt Dunlap, ME  


Hon. Jason Kander, MO (by proxy) 


Hon. Nellie Gorbea, RI  


Hon. Jim Condos, VT  


 


Secretary Hargett called the meeting to order and introduced Secretary Condos to present on a recent 


Vermont report on blockchain technology. Secretary Condos provided an overview of the technology 


and discussed the findings from the report. He noted than the technology is still very new and despite its 


potential it’s not yet clear how to leverage it from a state perspective.   


 


Kevin Callaghan, Tennessee Director of Records Management, gave a presentation on the impact of 


2010 flooding in Tennessee on the state records center. He described the practical lessons from that 


experience, including the importance of updating retention schedules to meet current standards. He 


noted the importance of taking steps to prevent damage to records in disaster situations, including 


having a clear plan to remove damaged records to a recovery location. He said the key lessons were to 


recognize a potential threat and take action to fix it, paying attention to retention standards on multiple 


levels, having a response plan that is tested and reviewed, and protecting historic records.  


 


 


The meeting adjourned at 3:50PM. 
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Minutes: NASS Remote Notarization Task Force Meetings 


10:00 AM - 11:00 AM, July 15th, 2016 


4:00 PM – 5:00 PM, July 16th 2016 


Nashville, TN 


 


Participants:  


Hon. Tom Schedler, LA (co-chair)       


Hon. Alison Lundergan-Grimes, KY (co-chair) (by proxy)      


Hon. Paul Pate, IA        


Hon. Denise Merrill, CT  


Hon. Kris Kobach, KS  


Hon. John Wobensmith, MD 


Hon. Matt Dunlap, ME  


Hon. Steve Simon, MN   


Hon. Jason Kander, MO (by proxy) 


Hon. Linda McCulloch, MT  


Hon. Barbara Cegavske, NV  


Hon. Elaine Marshall, NC  


Hon. Al Jaeger, ND   


Hon. Bill Gardner, NH 


Hon. Jeanne Atkins, OR  


Hon. Pedro A. Cortés, PA 


Hon. Nellie Gorbea, RI  


Hon. Carlos Cascos, TX 


Hon. Jim Condos, VT  


Hon. Ed Murray, WY 


 


Notary Public Administrators (NPA) Participants 


Danielle Fusco, AR 


Carla Bonaventure, LA 


Cathy Beaudoin, ME 


Kathy Smith, MD 


Lori Hamm, MT 


Ozie Stallworth, NC 


Maureen Ewing, RI 


Hon. Kelly Thomasson, VA 


Karen Wheeler, WY 


 


Task Force Meeting on July 15 


Secretary Schedler called the meeting to order and described the scope and mission of the Task Force. 


He noted that stakeholder participation the Task Force has been integral to the process. NASS Executive 
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Director Leslie Reynolds noted that the Task Force reports to the Business Services Committee, and said 


the Committee agenda for the conference includes consideration of the national E-Notarization 


Standards which are up for renewal. She noted that the standards require personal appearance, and 


said the work of the Task Force is designed to help inform the discussion on that issue. She also noted 


that NASS is tracking and compiling relevant information and resources on the remote notarization topic 


and posting that information to the Task Force page on the NASS website. She said those resources 


include letters and statements from stakeholder groups outlining their position on the remote 


notarization issue.  


Katie Robinson, Legislative Program Director with the Uniform Law Commission (ULC) provided an 


update on the recent ULC meeting in Vermont. She noted that during the meeting the ULC approved an 


amendment to RULONA that would authorize notaries in a state to provide a remote notarization for 


individuals located overseas. She noted that the amendment language is in brackets to indicate that it is 


optional. She said that under the amendment, a remote notarization must be performed in the state 


where the notary is commissioned, and the notary must use of audio- and video-technologies for real-


time communication, and requires the notary to record the interaction. She added that the amendment 


authorizes the Secretary of State to adopt rules for implementing the Act. She also noted that during the 


meeting in Vermont, the ULC approved the creation of a new study committee on RULONA that will 


explore the use of remote notarization for individuals within the US. She asked members to reach out to 


her if they would be interested in participating on the committee.  


Bill Fritzlen, Attorney Advisor, US State Department, said the State Department does not have an official 


position on the topic of remote notarization but said that consular officers overseas handle notarizations 


and they do have concerns about remote notarization potentially violating the sovereignty of a country 


where the signer is located, and the safety of US citizens who may utilize a remote notarization 


procedure. He said whether or not a remote notarization procedure would violate a particular countries 


law is not something that can be clearly determined, so people would be advised to seek the advice of a 


local lawyer on those issues.  


Secretary Marshall expressed concern that the ULC amendment appears to lack any requirement that 


the overseas individual be a U.S. citizen, and as a result it’s not clear what documents would be used to 


verify the person’s identity. Secretary Condos expressed concern about the potential for fraud with 


remote notarization and indicated that remote notarization policies go beyond the scope of what states 


are able to control.  


Secretary Marshall noted that she and her staff have participated in ULC meetings on this issue and 


expressed their concerns about the process, including emphasizing the importance of the NASS 


supported e-notarization standards which require personal presence.    


Bill Fritzlen noted that the process for getting a notarization performed by a US consular office has 


become easier as a result of an online appointment system. He said the cost of a notarization at a 


consular office is based on fees in the code of federal regulations which establish the cost for placement 
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of the seal at $50. He said this cost which takes into account a variety of factors involved in providing 


that service.  


Virginia Secretary of the Commonwealth Kelly Thomasson provided an overview of Virginia’s remote 


notarization law. She said the law was passed in 2012, and acknowledged that she was skeptical of the 


process when she took office in 2014, including the lack of a personal appearance requirement. She 


indicated that as she learned more about it the process and saw it develop, including the various 


security safeguards, she became a strong supporter. She noted that the law had significant stakeholder 


support including from banker associations, the state bar, the technology sector, the real estate 


industry, chambers of commerce, court clerks, NFIB, and other organizations. She noted that the 


National Notary Association was a key stakeholder that expressed reservation about the process 


initially, but said that they have since changed their position and will be including a remote notarization 


process in their Model Notary Act. She also noted that the purpose of the Virginia law wasn’t to make 


electronic notarizations more convenient but to make the process more secure and provide more 


standards. She indicated that while some have concerns about fraud with remote notarization, the 


process involves safeguards and security measures that go beyond what is required with in-person 


notarizations. She said that as with in-person notarizations, the state does not track how many remote 


notarizations are being conducted in the state, but she indicated that one remote notarization vendor 


has seen a large increase in staffing in the last two years. She said that Virginia is not in a position to tell 


states how they should proceed on the issue of remote notarization, but indicated that the world is 


moving in this direction, and encouraged NASS to work constructively on the issue, whether or not it’s 


something NASS ultimately supports.   


Adam Pace from Notarize Inc., and Brian Felker from SIGNiX, each gave a presentation demonstrating 


how their remote notarization solutions worked.  


The meeting adjourned at 11:10AM.  


Task Force Meeting on July 16, 2016 


Secretary Schedler noted it was the second meeting of the Task Force and he introduced Megan McKay 


from the Kentucky Secretary of State’s Office to deliver a presentation on notarization on behalf of 


Secretary Grimes who was unable to attend the conference. Ms. McKay’s presentation provided an 


overview of the different types of notarizations and discussed the pros and cons of remote notarization. 


She said that Secretary Grimes would like the Task Force to continue to meet and discuss the topic of 


remote notarization with members and stakeholders.  


Secretary Dunlap described recent issues with fraudulent notarizations on petitions in Maine and noted 


that it was important to find a way to ensure that notarization remains a meaningful Act. Secretary 


Thomasson noted that the technology available with remote notarization includes safeguards that can 


help to prevent fraud and she emphasized the importance of remaining forward thinking and proactive 


on the issue. Secretary Marshall noted the importance of proper notary training and education and 


emphasized that a strong law enforcement mechanism is necessary in order to ensure the integrity of 


the notary process.  Secretary Cortés said he has been very impressed with the demonstrations on 
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remote notarization and indicated the process has more safeguards than he has seen in any other 


method of notarization. He said he plans to support utilization of the process in Pennsylvania.  Secretary 


Schedler expressed concern about the potential for fraud and duress with the remote notarization 


process and noted the serious consequences that can result in a variety of contexts when a notarization 


is not carried out properly. Mark Snell from Iowa noted that the ULC efforts to amend RULONA in an 


expedited manner to allow remote notarization for individuals overseas indicates their interest in 


moving forward on this issue. Secretary Cegavske said it was important to continue to carefully examine 


and evaluate the issue and get a better understanding of how it works. Secretary Thomasson said she 


would be happy help facilitate meetings or discussions between member offices and notaries in Virginia 


who conduct remote notarizations. 


Secretary Jaeger noted that regardless of whether NASS can reach agreement on this topic, each state 


has the option to move forward individually, and he emphasized the importance of NPA in sharing 


information and exchanging ideas.  


Executive Director Reynolds said that based on the discussion it would be beneficial for the Task Force 


to meet again. Secretary Jaeger and Secretary Schedler agreed that it was important to continue the 


discussion.    


The meeting adjourned at 4:50PM.  
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Minutes: NASS Business Services Committee Meeting 


9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 


July 16th, 2016 


Nashville, TN 


 


Participants:  


Hon. Jeffrey Bullock, DE (Co-Chair)      


Hon. Paul Pate, IA (Co-Chair)      


Hon. John Merrill, AL 


Hon. Mark Martin, AR  


Hon. Wayne Williams, CO  


Hon. Denise Merrill, CT  


Hon. Brian Kemp, GA  


Hon. Shan S. Tsutsui, HI 


Hon. Lawerence Denney, ID 


Hon. Kris Kobach, KS  


Hon. Alison Lundergan-Grimes, KY (by proxy) 


Hon. Tom Schedler, LA  


Hon. John Wobensmith, MD   


Hon. Matt Dunlap, ME  


Hon. Steve Simon, MN   


Hon. Jason Kander, MO (by proxy) 


Hon. Bill Gardner, NH 


Hon. Barbara Cegavske, NV  


Hon. Elaine Marshall, NC  


Hon. Al Jaeger, ND  


Hon. John Husted, OH  


Hon. Pedro Cortés, PA 


Hon. Nellie Gorbea, RI  


Hon. Mark Hammond, SC  


Hon. Tre Hargett, TN  


Hon. Carlos Cascos, TX 


Hon. Jim Condos, VT  


Hon. Natalie Tennant, WV  


 


Secretary Bullock called meeting to order at 9:00AM and introduced Mr. Tim Moss, Chief Executive, 


Companies House, Government of the United Kingdom. Mr. Moss presented on the new UK registry of 


persons with significant control and how it was implemented. He noted that Companies House operates 


the registry of all corporations in the UK. He described how their purpose is not only to serve as the 


registration authority, but to support the economy and provide people with data in a transparent 


manner. He said Companies House has approximately 3.7 million companies in its registry and is 


growing rapidly. He said that Companies House recently decided to make the registry data available free 
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of charge, which has significantly increased usage of the site.  He noted that since 2013 the UK has been 


working to adopt and implement a requirement that companies disclose the people who have 


significant control of the company (PSC). He said that as of April 2016, each company has to maintain a 


PSC registry, and as of June 30 2016 that information must be filed with Companies House. He said this 


applies to all new companies, and existing companies will have to provide the information as part of an 


annual filing.   


 


He added that as part of UK efforts to increase the availability and of transparency of data, the PSC 


information is publicly available. He said that companies are required to take reasonable steps to 


determine the PSC, and the PSC is required to supply information. He noted that the data will allow 


people to look through the chain of corporate ownership and find the individual ultimately in control. He 


said that it can be difficult for people to understand the PSC concept, particularly small businesses with 


1 or 2 shareholders who are themselves in control of the corporation. He noted the importance of 


educating people on the concept. He mentioned that some have expressed concern that a bad actor 


won’t disclose accurate information, but said this can trigger criminal penalties and prosecution.  He 


showed how an individual can search for the PCS information on the Company House website, and said 


that in the future they will be focusing on making it easier to search for the PSC information, along with 


compliance, enforcement, and analysis of the PSC data.  


 


Secretary Pate announced that the Committee had two business items to consider. He said the first was 


consideration of the NASS Endorsement of the NPA Resolution Adopting Apostille Best Practices. He 


noted that the endorsement was set to expire this year, and NPA has requested that NASS reauthorize 


it.  


 


Action Item 


Secretary Merrill of Alabama moved that NASS reauthorize the Endorsement of the NPA Resolution 


Adopting Apostille Best Practices. The motion was seconded by Secretary Cegavske and passed 


unanimously.  


 


Secretary Pate said the next resolution up for consideration was the NASS Resolution Reaffirming 


Support for the National Electronic Notarization Standards. He said the resolution was set to expire this 


year unless reauthorized. He noted that NPA has offered several amendments to the standards which 


have been distributed to the members over the last few months, and any feedback has been 


incorporated into the document. He said NPA has offered to prepare an implementation guide for the 


document. He also noted that the requirement for physical presence is still in the standards and has not 


been changed at all. Secretary Grimes’ staff representative reported on behalf of Secretary Grimes, who 


is co-chair of the NASS Task Force on Remote Notarization, that she is concerned about taking action on 


the e-notarization standards before the Task Force has had a chance to fully consider and discuss the 


relevant issues. Secretary Schedler said he has spoken with Secretary Grimes and understands the 


arguments on different sides of the issue, but he said there are still a lot of unanswered questions and 


he had concerns about moving away from a personal presence requirement. NASS Executive Director, 


Leslie Reynolds, provided additional background information and clarification. She noted that NPA met 
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last fall to review the e-notarization standards, and there was debate about whether the personal 


presence requirement limited the progress and efficiency of e-notarization. She noted that as a result of 


that conversation NASS formed a Task Force on remote notarization to better understand that process 


and the potential implications.  She noted that the NPA changes streamlined and clarified the current e-


notarization standards but did not change the substance of the document. She noted that the 


Committee could take several approaches with the standards, including allowing them to sunset and 


revisiting at a later time (which could impact those states that are working to implement the standards 


or already have implemented them), postponing action on the standards until the remote notarization 


Task Force completes its work (which would leave the personal appearance requirement in place), or 


reauthorizing the standards now with the NPA changes (which leaves personal appearance but 


streamlines and updates for implementation), and consider amending later with language on remote 


notarization, if desired once the Task Force is complete. Secretary Pate suggested that the Committee 


move forward with the last option.  


 


Action Item 


Secretary Jaeger moved that NASS reauthorize the NASS Resolution Reaffirming Support for the 


National Electronic Notarization Standards with the suggested amendments from NPA. The motion 


was seconded by Secretary Marshall and passed unanimously.  


 


Secretary Bullock provided an update on federal legislative activity concerning proposals for the 


collection of beneficial ownership information. He noted that NASS has argued for several years that it 


supports law enforcement efforts to prevent money laundering and other financial crimes, but does not 


believe requiring 50 different state systems to collect beneficial ownership information is the right 


approach, particularly since the information is already collected by the IRS. He said his office has been 


working with the Senators from Delaware to draft a legislative proposal that was consistent with the 


NASS position on having the IRS make responsible party information from the Employer Identification 


Number (EIN) SS4 form available to law enforcement. Rick Geisenberger noted that federal legislation, 


S.3268 The Closing Loopholes Against Money-Laundering Practices Act was introduced by Senators 


Carper (D) and Coons (D) from Delaware and cosponsored by Senator Heller (R-NV) (former NV 


Secretary of State) making it a bipartisan bill. He outlined the key provisions of the bill, noting that it 


would require all entities to obtain an EIN using the SS4. He said most entities are already required to 


obtain an EIN but the bill would close loopholes for certain entities. He added that it provides limited 


discretion for the Secretary of the Treasury to disclose responsible party info from the SS4 to federal law 


enforcement for investigations into terrorist and money laundering financial crimes. He noted that this 


approach would avoid the complications of having 50 different states collect the information. Secretary 


Bullock noted that the legislation doesn’t answer all of the questions, but is consistent with NASS 


position and he encouraged members to support the bill. Secretary Gardner said the bill does appear 


consistent with the NASS position, and he made a motion that NASS go on the record endorsing the 


legislation.  Secretary Cegavske seconded the motion. Secretary Jaeger said he would like for NASS to be 


able to have a specific bill to support that reflects the consensus of the Association in a bipartisan 


manner, and said he supported the motion.  


 



https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-bill/3268?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22s3268%22%5D%7D&resultIndex=1
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Secretary Kobach said that the bill would require sole proprietorships to obtain an EIN, and expressed 


concern that this places an unnecessary burden on these individuals who may lack business expertise 


and knowledge of regulations. He added that the bill would impose large financial penalties on these 


individuals if they failed to obtain an EIN. Mr. Geisenberger noted that this provision addresses concerns 


about existing loopholes, and said it includes an exception if a person demonstrates reasonable cause. 


Secretary Kobach expressed doubt that lack of awareness of the requirement would qualify as 


reasonable cause.  Mr. Geisenberger noted that it would be important to inform and educate people 


about the requirement, and added that the form can be filled out quickly online. Several members 


indicated that they shared Secretary Kobach’s concerns about the impact of the EIN requirement.  


Secretary Martin added that he also has concerns about the potential impact on someone’s due process 


rights. Other members noted that federal authorities are unlikely to pursue penalties against someone 


who made an honest mistake or oversight, and expressed support for having a specific bill to support 


that is consistent with the NASS position and provides law enforcement with the information they need.  


 


Secretary Pate asked for a vote on the motion from Secretary Gardner to endorse the federal legislation 


requiring the IRS to share EIN information with law enforcement. After the voice vote Secretary Pate 


called for a division. A roll call vote was taken with 15 members opposing the motion, 12 in support, and 


1 abstention. As a result the motion failed.  


 


Several members suggested exploring potential changes to the bill that would address the specific 


concerns raised.  Secretary Bullock indicated that this was an option, and said it was important that 


NASS find a way to move forward at some point. Secretary Simon said it was important to clarify that 


while the motion to endorse the bill failed, that was not an expression of opposition to the bill, and the 


Committee agreed. Secretary Pate encouraged members to provide Secretary Bullock with any 


suggested improvements to the legislation, and said NASS could reconsider the issue at a later date. 


 


Secretary Hargett gave a presentation on efforts in Tennessee to combat scams impacting individuals 


and businesses in the state. He noted that Tennessee has taken action to prevent companies posing as 


the business services division through mailings by requiring a disclosure notice on those mailings. He 


said the Office works with the Tennessee Department of Labor to highlight scams that send solicitations 


to purchase workplace posters that are available for free. He also noted instances where individuals 


have filed false UCC statements against someone, and he noted that the filing of fraudulent UCC liens is 


a Class E felony Tennessee.  


 


The meeting adjourned at 10:30 AM.  


 


 


Note: the NASS Task Force on Business Identity Theft met on July 16th. The Task Force co-chairs 


Secretary Pate and Secretary Marshall discussed the results of a Task Force survey on business identity 


theft, and noted that the survey indicates that states are interested in learning more about the issue and 


how it affects business and state databases. They encouraged states that have not completed the survey 


to do so. They noted the importance of staying ahead of business identity fraud and scams, and the 
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importance of providing victims of these scams with information, resources, and assistance. They also 


noted the importance of working with other state agencies, particularly the state Attorney General. 


They encouraged states to continue working to implement the recommendations of the NASS White 


Paper on Developing State Solutions to Business Identity Theft. They also noted that it was important to 


continue the discussion on ways to combat business identity theft.  
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Minutes: NASS Voter Participation Committee Meeting  


9:00 AM - 9:45 AM 


July 15th, 2016 


Nashville, TN  


Participants: 


Hon. John Merrill, AL (Co-Chair) 


Hon. Nellie Gorbea, RI (Co-Chair) 


Hon. Wayne Williams, CO 


Hon. Denise Merrill, CT  


Hon. Brian Kemp, GA 


Hon. Lawerence Denney, ID 


Hon. Paul Pate, IA 


Hon. Kris Kobach, KS  


Hon. Alison Lundergan Grimes, KY (by proxy) 


Hon. Tom Schedler, LA  


Hon. John Wobensmith, MD 


Hon. Matt Dunlap, ME  


Hon. Ruth Johnson, MI (by proxy) 


Hon. Steve Simon,  MN 


Hon. Jason Kander, MO (by proxy) 


Hon. Linda McCulloch, MT  


Hon. Barbara Cegavske, NV  


Hon. Bill Gardner, NH  


Hon. Jon Husted, OH 


Hon. Jeanne Atkins, OR  


Hon. Pedro A. Cortés, PA  


Hon. Tre Hargett, TN  


Hon. Carlos Cascos, TX 


Hon. Spencer Cox, UT 


Hon. Jim Condos, VT  


Hon. Natalie Tennant, WV 


Hon. Ed Murray, WY 


 


Secretary Merrill called the meeting to order at 9:00AM. He announced that the first order of business 


was consideration of 5 NASS partnership renewal requests, and 1 new partnership request. He noted 


that NASS partners must be non -partisan, non-profit and non-issue advocacy groups, and the goals and 


activities of the group must align with the mission of NASS. He added that partnerships are reviewed by 


the Committee biennially. He also noted that NASS sent out the partnership materials to the Committee 


and did not receive any questions or concerns.  
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Action Item:  


Secretary Pate moved to approve the NASS partnership renewal requests from Capitol Forum, Close 


Up Foundation, Kids Voting U.S.A, National Student/Parent Mock Election, and Youth Leadership 


Initiative, and the new partnership request from Inspire U.S. The motion was seconded by Secretary 


Cegavske and passed unanimously.  


 


Secretary Merrill introduced Alexandra Collins, Outreach Manager from the Georgia Secretary of State’s 


Office, to present on Georgia’s Student Ambassador Program. Ms. Collins noted that the goal of the 


program is to provide high school students an opportunity to engage as leaders within their schools and 


communities. She said the objectives include having students engage in and learn about Georgia Civics, 


promoting and increasing voter registration among young voters, and encouraging students to volunteer 


and give back to their communities. She described the different events and activities that take place 


through the program and said the goals for the 2017-2018 school year are to partner with all 159 


counties in Georgia and have over 250 schools participating. 


 


Secretary Gorbea introduced Dana Chisnell from the Center for Civic Design, and Benjamin Shaykin from 


the Rhode Island School of Design, to discuss ballot design and usability. In her presentation Ms. Chisnell 


discussed how poor ballot design impacts voter confidence that they voted their ballot how they 


intended. She noted that design problems frustrate voters, undermine confidence, and contribute to 


Election Day problems. She noted that problems with ballot design include splitting contests into 


different columns, using arrows instead of bubbles on paper ballots, and leaving disqualified candidates 


on the ballot. She noted that a lot of progress has been made across the country in improving ballot 


design, but that a number of issues still exist. She encouraged members to review the EAC report on 


Effective Design for the Administration of Elections. She also encouraged members to utilize the free 


Field guide to Ensuring Voter Intent which is available on the Center for Civic Design website.  


 


Mr. Shaykin noted that he recently taught a course at the Rhode Island School of Design called 


“Votelab.” He said the goal of the course was to get students involved in the design of election 


materials. He discussed how students reviewed existing election materials and explored how to redesign 


those materials to make them more user friendly. He said students met with election officials and design 


experts, and were able to focus on the design of different types of election materials. He described how 


students redesigned signage in a polling place to address issues such as small font, too much text, and 


lack of standardization, and said the redesigned materials were later implemented at that polling 


location. He also noted that he had the opportunity to provide feedback on election materials to be 


used with new voting systems in Rhode Island.  


 


Secretary Pate shared with the Committee that his office hosted a voter engagement summit in Iowa 


with representatives from colleges and universities throughout the state. He said that meeting is related 


to Turbo Vote efforts to get college students to register to vote. He noted that the summit provided an 


opportunity to engage in depth with students and gather feedback. He said his office will be following 


up after the election to measure the success of this effort.   
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The meeting adjourned at 9:50AM.  
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Minutes: NASS Executive Board Meeting  


12:00 PM - 2:00 PM 


July 14th, 2016 


Nashville, TN  


Participants:  


NASS President:  Hon. Tom Schedler, LA  


President Elect:  Hon. Denise Merrill, CT  


Secretary:  Hon. Mark Martin, AR  


Past President:  Hon. Elaine Marshall, NC  


Eastern Region Vice President:  Hon. Jim Condos, VT  


Southern Region Vice President:  Hon. Brian Kemp, GA  


Midwestern Region Vice President:  Hon. Connie Lawson, IN  


Western Region Vice President:  Hon. Linda McCulloch, MT  


Member at Large (ACR Liaison):  Hon. Matt Dunlap, ME  


Member at Large (NPA Liaison):  Hon. Al Jaeger, ND 


 


Secretary Schedler called the meeting to order at 12:00PM.  


 


Secretary Hargett provided a financial report on the NASS 2016 Summer Conference in Nashville. He 


noted that there are 60 conference sponsors and that total sponsorship revenue is approximately 


$212,000. He said that total revenue is about $312,000, and the projected surplus after expenses is 


approximately $50,000. He noted that his staff has worked hard to plan a great experience for 


attendees, and provided an overview of the various events and activities during the conference.  


 


Secretary Schedler expressed appreciation on behalf of the Executive Board for the efforts of Secretary 


Hargett and his staff and said he looked forward to a successful conference.  


  


Secretary Schedler provided an overview of the issues to be discussed during the conference and noted 


that many states are focused on preparations for the 2016 election.  


 


NASS Executive Director Leslie Reynolds provided a report on the May 2016 financials and noted that 


overall the financials are strong. She said NASS had a net income of about $45,000, and said this was in 


part due to a $90,000 surplus from last year’s summer conference in Maine.  She said that NASS raised 


about $5,000 from the two forums held this spring on technology and communications, but noted that 


the main focus of the forums was to inform and educate members and state staff as opposed to 


revenue generation. She added that NASS has several new corporate affiliates, and noted that Hawaii 


recently became a NASS member.  She also mentioned that NASS continues to engage Virginia and New 


York about becoming members.  


 


Action Item: 


Secretary Dunlap moved to accept the May 2016 NASS financials. The motion was seconded by 


Secretary Kemp and passed unanimously.  
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Secretary Merrill provided an overview of the NASS 2016/2017 proposed budget. Director Reynolds 


noted that the budget includes funding to make improvements to the NASS website. She also noted that 


rent for the NASS office increased because of renovations. She added that the budget reflects $15,000 in 


anticipated revenue from a NASS symposium in 2017.   


 


Action Item 


Secretary Lawson moved to accept the NASS 2016/2017 proposed budget. Secretary Marshall 


seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.  


 


Executive Director Reynolds expressed concern about NASS’ role as a member of the Steering 


Committee for the National Voter Registration Day (NVRD) initiative. She said the Steering Committee is 


a decision making body and this puts NASS in a difficult position when asked to provide input and 


feedback as an organization that represents a diverse membership. She added that the Steering 


Committee role requires that NASS ensure that NVRD activities are non-partisan and won’t reflect 


poorly on NASS or its members, but this requires a lot of time and effort, and ultimately NASS has no 


control over the Steering Committee decisions. She said that based on these concerns the Steering 


Committee role may not be appropriate for NASS. She said despite the concerns about the Steering 


Committee role, the NVRD effort is a good cause, and noted that individual members could still 


participate on the Steering Committee if they choose. She also noted that NASS has a resolution 


supporting NVRD and will continue to recognize and promote NVRD efforts. She has discussed with 


Secretary Simon and Secretary Merrill (AL), the current NASS representatives on the NVRD Steering 


Committee, her concerns and the prospect of relinquishing NASS’ role on the Committee, and both 


indicated that they were okay with that decision.     


 


Action Item 


Secretary Dunlap moved that NASS relinquish its role on the National Voter Registration Day Steering 


Committee. Secretary Condos seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.  


 


Executive Director Reynolds said that the current NASS contract with the JW Marriott for the winter 


conferences in Washington D.C. expires after the 2017 winter conference and the JW Marriott has said 


they won’t be able to accommodate the NASS winter conference from 2018 through 2020. As a result 


she said NASS has been looking at other potential winter conference sites. She noted that NASS meeting 


and events planner Stacy Dodd has looked at several locations and suggested the Fairmont Hotel on the 


outskirts of Georgetown as the best option based on a variety of factors including meeting space and 


location, room rates, and concessions. She said she wanted to make the Board aware of the situation 


before NASS takes any action on a new contract. The Board expressed that based on the NASS staff’s 


experience in planning conferences and evaluation of the various options, they were comfortable with 


NASS staff making the determination of which hotel to sign a contract with after 2017.   


 


Executive Director Reynolds noted that the current NASS hotel contract includes accommodations for 


NASED which meets concurrently with NASS during the winter conference. She said one challenge with 


this arrangement is that NASS has to spend time and effort resolving issues that arise pertaining to 


NASED, but the priority for NASS is its own members. As a result she suggested having NASED negotiate 


and sign a separate contract with the hotel. Several members expressed that NASED should be resolving 
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its own issues with the hotel and that this might be something to address with them before deciding 


whether to ask them to sign a separate hotel contract. They noted that members of the Executive Board 


can discuss these concerns with NASED during the conference, and if the situation can’t be resolved 


after discussing with NASED then the membership could decide whether NASS should sign hotel 


contracts separate from NASED. 


 


Secretary Schedler said that NASS is planning to hold another symposium in 2017, and asked if the Board 


had any ideas for suggested topics. Secretary Merrill suggested NASS look into potential sponsors for 


holding a technology related symposium in Silicon Valley. She noted that groups like Code for America 


partner with state government offices on technology projects and indicated it could be a concept to 


explore for a technology symposium.  Director Reynolds noted that topics such as RFP development, 


procurement of new technology, and open source, might also be things to consider for a symposium.  


She said NASS would continue to explore different ideas and keep the Board updated. Several members 


discussed developments in election technology and issues to consider in purchasing new election 


systems, and it was noted that the EAC might be a good forum for a discussion on those topics.  


 


Secretary Dunlap and Secretary Jaeger provided the reports for ACR and NPR, respectively. Both 


provided an overview of the topics these groups are discussing during the conference and encouraged 


members to attend those meetings.  


 


Secretary Schedler noted that Secretary Wyman recently resigned as NASS Treasurer. He noted that 


under NASS policies and procedures the Treasurer becomes President-elect following completion of the 


term. He said that the NASS bylaws only have a vacancy provision for President and President-elect, and 


nothing to address other Executive Board members.  


 


Secretary Schedler asked for input on filling the current vacancy for Treasurer in the absence of a 


specific provision in the bylaws. He also said that he was proposing an amendment to the bylaws to 


address vacancies in Executive Board offices other than President or President-elect in order to provide 


more clarity for future situations. He said that the amendment would authorize the NASS President to 


appoint a member of the same party as the departed officer to fill the vacancy, subject to approval by a 


majority of the Board.  


 


Several members of the Executive Board said that based on the NASS President’s role in nominating 


members of the Board, it would seem appropriate for the President to appoint someone to fill the 


current vacancy for Treasurer. As a result Secretary Schedler announced that he was appointing 


Secretary Lawson to fill the position of NASS Treasurer. The members of the Board expressed their 


support for that decision. Secretary Lawson said she accepted the appointment.  


 


Secretary Kemp suggested that consistent with this action, the proposed amendment to the bylaws be 


edited to authorize the NASS President to appoint a member of the same party as the departed officer 


to serve the remainder of the term, without requiring approval by the Board. The Board members 


expressed agreement with this suggestion.  


 


Secretary Schedler said he was also proposing an amendment to the bylaws for removing a member of 


the Executive Board to provide guidance in the event a situation arises in the future where removal 
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becomes necessary. He noted that the removal amendment would authorize the Executive Board to 


remove a member of the Board if they determined that it was in the best interest of the Association. He 


noted that it would require a majority vote, and would then be proposed for consideration by the full 


membership at the subsequent NASS conference.  


 


Secretary Kemp suggested that the removal provision require a 2/3 vote by the Board as opposed to a 


majority vote to ensure that it was a bipartisan action and clearly supported by the Board. Many of the 


Board members agreed. Several members expressed concern about how the Board would determine 


whether a Board members conduct or actions warranted a decision that removal was in the best 


interest of the Association, including whether this would be limited to illegal or criminal type behavior, 


or include acts that while not criminal reflected poor judgment or were detrimental to the Association. 


Several members indicated that if a removal provision was too broad it could be subject to abuse, but 


also noted that trying to define the types of conduct or actions that would justify removal created 


several challenges. Some members indicated that a 2/3 vote by the Board for removal would likely only 


occur if the conduct was very serious. Other members indicated that if a situation arose where 2/3 of 


the Board were likely to agree that a member of the Board should be removed, that member was 


unlikely to seek to remain on the Board. Others expressed concern about how a meeting to discuss 


removal would be initiated.  


 


Secretary Condos said that based on the concerns expressed about amending the bylaws to include a 


removal provision, it may be best if NASS looks into the issue more before taking any action. He 


suggested that Board move forward with the amendment to the bylaws to address vacancies.  


 


Action Item 


Secretary Condos moved to recommend amending the NASS bylaws to authorize the NASS President 


to appoint a member to fill a vacancy in the Executive Board for offices other than President and 


President elect. The motion was seconded by Secretary Dunlap and approved unanimously.  


 


 The meeting adjourned at 2:00PM.  
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Proposed Amendment to NASS Bylaws for New Section on Vacancies  
(note: only first paragraph is new language. The 2nd paragraph regarding a vacancy in the office of 
President or President-Elect is already in current bylaws). 


 


VACANCIES  


A vacancy on the Executive Board occurs upon the death or resignation of a Board member. When 
a vacancy occurs on the Executive Board, except for the offices of President or President-Elect, the 
President shall appoint a member of the same party as the departed officer to serve the remainder of 
the appropriate term.  


The President and President-Elect must be from different political parties. Should a vacancy occur 


in either the offices of President or President-Elect, the Executive Board shall appoint from within 


its own membership an individual of the same party as the departing officer to serve the remainder 


of the appropriate term. The vacancy thus created on the Executive Board shall be filled by 


appointment by the President of a member of the same political party as the departing officer. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 





